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The Diggins Family….
Kris & I have been serving with Wycliffe Bible Translators and JAARS for over 20
years...only made possible by so many of you reading this letter...your prayers,
encouragement and financial support has and continues to impact remote and
diverse communities in health, education, and the availability of God’s Word in the
language that speaks to their heart.

For Those Meeting Us for the First Time….
BJ & Kris served over 8 years in Brazil supporting the work of Bible Translation. B.J. served as a pilot/mechanic flying into remote areas supporting
expatriate & national missionaries. Kris started & operated a health clinic
that met the needs of over 1000 local indigenous people and taught medical classes to Brazilian and Indigenous missionaries. Since 2007, B.J. has
been using his overseas experience to train & mentor the next generation
of Mission Aviators from around the world. He has now trained over 100
pilots who serve around the world, including pilots from Brazil, Indonesia,
Papua New Guinea, Cameroon, Kenya, & Peru. Kris works as a Nurse
Practitioner and adjunct faculty and continues to support several overseas
medical ministries. Thank you for partnering with the Diggins' Wycliffe
ministry & HIS work that is impacting people & changing lives around the
world with the Gospel!

One of the pilots BJ trained 4
years ago just came through
the office. When asked what
we could do better in training
pilots for the mission field he
said “The very things that
were the hardest for me to
learn in training, are the very
things that kept me safe flying these past 4 years...keep
it up! There are so many
people you are impacting
through this ministry, we
couldn’t be successful without you”

Contact Us
We love hearing from you
all!!
BJ & Kris Diggins
PO Box 248
Waxhaw, NC 28173
(704) 618-6105
BJ-Kris_Diggins@sil.org
Visit us on the web at
https://www.wycliffe.org/
partner/A15381
BJ—Kris—Nate —Levi

2018 Orientation Pre-Field Orientation Class

Photo Caption

2018 Orientation Class
As I sit and write this letter to you, I am so excited looking at the above picture. There are 7 technicians, 6 men and a woman, 3 of which are already
serving overseas, 3 more that will be leaving the US in the next few days. For
16-weeks they were gathered together to learn and train to operate & maintain aircraft, and more importantly understand more about ministry. They
came together as a team & family and are now going to be scattered around
the globe and become part of the TEAM & FAMILY of overseas missions!

But there are 22 people in this picture!?
Have you ever heard the phrase “It takes a tribe” when referencing raising a
family? Well, it takes a tribe to train in aviation. 13 people in that picture are
the field experienced training staff, who have decided to focus on training the
next generation. Multiplication at it’s best. 2 of them are local folks who have
decided to sacrificially give of their time and resources and join the team to
help. Isn’t the body of Christ a beautiful thing?

What is UNSEEN in this Photo….
...are the MANY people, like each of you reading this letter at Peter’s Creek
Baptist Church who likewise pray, give and serve. You are part of this ministry to train those who will come behind us and finish the task of Bible Translation around the world. There are just under 2000 languages that do not have
any work on Bible Translation started. THANK YOU for you part in making a
difference, and being the hands and feet of those in this picture. Your love,
care and encouragement doesn't go un-noticed, even if your face isn’t in the
above picture….THANK YOU!!!

Serving Here
Many of you were glued to the television
in September as Hurricane Florence
bared down on the East Coast of the
US. After parking in NC and dumping
over 32 inches in a few areas, widespread flooding occurred (see below)
A week later JAARS was able to partner
with “Operation Air Drop” and help get
critically needed supplies to communities that were still completely isolated
from the flooding.
Your prayers made a difference, as one
of the aircraft tagged a power line while
attempting to land at a drag strip to deliver supplies. Thankfully it was seen
last second enabling the pilot to abort
the landing and deviate to another locale
and deliver the supplies. — Thank You!

